Morristown Recreation &
Morristown Partnership
Present:

THE GREAT MORRISTOWN
PUMPKIN HUNT
2.0

Participants will have from Monday, October 25th through Monday, November 8th to complete the Pumpkin Hunt. First, solve the following clues that reveal local historical sites, points of interest, and business locations. Secondly, go to the clue’s location to find the Pumpkin, each pumpkin has a clue number on it. Write the pumpkin’s number on the line in front of the corresponding clue below. Once you have completed The Great Morristown Pumpkin Hunt 2.0, you can email your clue sheet to rec@townofmorristown.org for a chance to win prizes.

Participant Name(s): ________________________________________________________________
Phone Number: ___________________Email:______________________________________________

23 things to be spooked about.
To market, to market, it is not very far; to workout at the place with the ballet barre.
To carve a pumpkin you first remove the gunk, find this clue where you throw out junk.
A large brick house with lots of history. Where’s the pumpkin? That’s the mystery.
We will make all types of clothes with logos on them.
We’re the hottest and coolest place in town!
We are a place to get a quick BITE to eat. Come visit us at our new location. If you can’t figure out who we are, just WING it!
Much more than books we have for you - movies, crafts, and video games too!
Cold, sweet treats in a cone or a cup, this Morristown store was named after a pup!
We have lots of things from your favorite state.
HAVE A FRIGHTFULLY SPOOKY HALLOWEEN!

Follow the delicious smell to our business located on Speedwell. While you’re waiting for your table to be ready, you can say hello to our friend, Fredy!

You can play two different sports at these courts.

Deciphering these clues takes lots of skill, find this park at the end of Hill.

Where the chips and salsa are free!

Where can you find Ms. Pac-Man pumpkin being chased by ghost pumpkins?

Our kicks are high and our strikes are fast yet you will always find us screaming with spooky delight!

Which building is built with spooky purple stones?

Yoga, sleep wear, sweatshirts or leggings, we are the place to shop. We like to stay healthy and comfy too, stop by to see us and say BOO!

Ride your witches broom to our store filled with children’s toys.

Follow the music beat to find our dancing feet! Find us up on the second floor, the train is just next door.

Our students have a Hauntingly fun time learning at our Center.

We are the closest office from the Green that straightens teeth for both adults and children.

We are in charge of where you keep your car so that you don’t have to walk far.

Come down South Street on October 29th to this front lawn, you will find treats & eats for all!

If you tumble down this street you’ll find a park with goblins and ghouls, to find your next clue trail through Vail.

Hop over to eat, drink and be scary – our restaurant is frogalicious!

Pumpkins and kids can float if they visit our school, come learn to swim at our indoor pool.

The place where the blue face is always thinking about Math and Reading on Morris Street.

HAVE A FRIGHTFULLY SPOOKY HALLOWEEN!